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Rating Standard

Equipment is clean and free of residue and stains.

Food is only in designated areas.

Correct number of hand sanitizers;
all are accessible and in good working order.

Hand soap dispensers work and are filled. Hand towels are available.

Proper hand hygiene practices are followed. 

Isolation precautions are followed.

Isolation signage is properly placed and correct.

No supplies are stored on the floor, sills or waste bins.

Biohazard bags are used properly, not as baggies.

Single use supplies are discarded after use, not reused.

Date sensitive supplies are within their use date and are not expired.

Linens are properly stored and are not on the floor, sills or waste bins.

No clean equipment or supplies in soiled utility room.

Sterile supplies are not expired, with packaging and label intact.

Storage units close properly and are neat and clean.

PPE (gloves, gowns, masks, eye/face protection, etc.) are readily available 
and used when needed.

Sharps container closes securely and is not overfilled.
It is a minimum of 52" above the floor and is NOT above a waste bin.

Staff can verbalize reporting procedure for sharps incident or other 
infectious contact.

Biomedical waste bins are clearly identified and used ONLY for infectious 
waste; no packaging, hand towels or trash.
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Environment of Care Rounds are a powerful tool for patient safety. Whether via 
Joint Commission or DNV accreditation, CMS mandates your ongoing compliance to 
various standards. 

Walsh Rounds Tracker puts the power you need to control this complex process 
into your hands. Each discipline has access to their own checklists, and multiple 
checklists are available. Whether you import your own or download Walsh industry 
standards, each one is easily customizable to meet your needs.

Improve the effectiveness of
your Environment of Care Rounds 

WALSH ROUNDS TRACKER
HEALTHCARE

Available on:

Walsh Rounds Tracker

What you get

Easy to use software
Custom checklists
Automated follow-ups
Reduced re-work
Instant detailed reports

Clarity of problems and the root cause
Ongoing preparedness for any accreditation, 
survey or visit 
A consistent improvement in performance

User friendly & customized to your needs

https://walshintegrated.com/
https://walshintegrated.com/products/rounds-tracker/
https://walshintegrated.com/products/rounds-tracker/
https://walshintegrated.com/products/rounds-tracker/
https://walshintegrated.com/products/rounds-tracker/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/developer?id=Walsh+Integrated+Inc.
https://itunes.apple.com/ca/developer/walsh-integrated-inc/id573938583


Let us show you how we can help.
Schedule a demo today!

info@walshintegrated.com
800-925-7460
https://walshintegrated.com
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What you can do with Walsh Rounds Tracker

Each team member 
has their own custom 

checklist.

Instant summary report
of the day’s activities.

Automatic follow-ups 
and reminders. 

Improve performance 
and patient satisfaction.

Get custom checklists on your phone
or tablet

See standards and procedures

Link photos and notes to findings

Create and send work requests

Assign follow-ups and due dates

Easily close-out issues

Integrate with your work order system
automatically 
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Customize your checklists, standards, 
procedures and more

Add locations and responsible parties

Create and manage assignments
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Automate your environment of care rounds

Print or email your reports instantly

Produce powerful graphs and charts

Follow-up and close-out issues

Send emails, alerts and notifications
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